We continue to update our teaching delivery requirements based on the latest government advice. This list therefore is subject to change.

When available.

Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated to students.

When available.

Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated to students.

Weeks 1-6 online, with the possibility of being able to return to the studios for Weeks 7, 8, 9

Can run the first half of classes online (25th July, 22nd Aug) but the second half (19th Sep, 17th Oct) need to run face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from Week 7. Some students may require delayed
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS.

**Guitar Ensemble 2**
Producing and the Creative Process

**Animation Studio 1B**
TBC

Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS.

**MUSI20113**

face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

**FLTV10015**
Screen Practice 1B
face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

All activities now Online

face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

**FLTV10010**
Animation Studio 1B

Will commence online but hope to return to campus from week 9

**FLTV10015**

Screen Practice 1B
face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

**FLTV10013**

Animation Laboratory 2

**FLTV10016**
Animation Studio 2B
Will commence online but hope to return to campus from week 9

**FLTV10017**
Screen Practice 2B
All activities now Online

**FLTV10018**
Writing for the Youth Screen Market
All activities now Online

**FLTV10012**
Screen Practice 3
face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

**FLTV10014**
Screenwriting Practice 3

Will commence online but hope to return to campus from week 9

**FLTV10016**
Attachment on Research Project
Will commence online but hope to return to campus from week 9

**FLTV10017**
Screen Directing and Production
Will commence online but hope to return to campus from week 9

**FLTV10019**
Animation Studio 3

Will commence online but hope to return to campus from week 9

**FLTV10011**
Studio Project
face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to need to meet learning outcomes.

**FLTV10007**
Major Project (Film and Television)
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**FLTV10010**
Screen Language 1B
All activities now Online when available.

**FLTV10022**
Documentary Projects 1B
Will be delivered completely online through to Week 7. If at all possible, will run a two week intensive on campus across Weeks 12 & 13.

**FLTV10021**
Scriptwriting and Creative Process
Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**GEDES1001**
Graphic Design Studio 1: Image & Text
face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

**GEDES2003**
Graphic Design Studio 3
face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

**MUSI10042**
Baroque Ensemble 2
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10053**
Brass Ensemble 2
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10057**
Early Voices 2
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10061**
Orchestral Ensemble 2
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10067**
Guitar Ensemble 2
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10099**
String Ensemble 2
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10053**
Brass Ensemble 1
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10059**
Alto Ensemble 1
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10093**
Vocal Ensemble 2
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10095**
Choir Ensemble 1
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10129**
Ensemble Studies 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10197**
Individual Performance Studies 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10200**
Practical Music 1
 face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

**MUSI10221**
Practical Music 2
 face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

**MUSI10223**
Sound in Performance
TBC

**MUSI10226**
Chamber Choir 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10213**
Chamber Music 1
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10214**
Chamber Music 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10225**
Minor Music Performance 1
 face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

**MUSI10226**
Minor Music Performance 2
 face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

**MUSI10035**
Composition 1
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10056**
Composition 2
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10207**
Baroque Ensemble 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10207**
Big Band 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10270**
Brass Ensemble 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10081**
Early Voices 2
 Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

**MUSI10088**
MCM Indonesian Gamelan Ensemble 2
 All activities now Online

**MUSI10090**
Guitar Ensemble 4
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10092**
String Ensemble 1
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10094**
Orchestral Ensemble 4
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10113**
MCM Chinese Music Ensemble
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

**MUSI10115**
Vocal Ensemble 2
 Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible
Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS

face-to-face activities (including assessment) to be rescheduled from week 7. Some students may require delayed teaching/assessment dates due to lack of access to practice facilities.

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

All activities now Online

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

All activities now Online

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some face-to-face activity late in semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible

Mostly online; some in person activity end of semester if possible
DENT90115 Oral Pathology and Adult Oral Function

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Attendance for clinical physiotherapy skills simulation, practice and assessment using on campus equipment.

In person clinical placement, clinical activities, and clinical assessment, throughout semester.

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine)

Research Projects to maintain and continue medical and other research that requires on-site attendance

DENT90116 Principles of Clinical Practice 3

Continuing with face to face practicals as currently scheduled.

OPRO40013 Pharmacy Research Project Part 2

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Pharmacology Research Project Part 2

DENT90122 Research Projects to maintain and continue medical and other research that requires on-site attendance

PHYS40006 Placements in clinical health settings continuing in person, delivery of lectures will remain online

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine)

ORAL30002 Dental Procedural Skills 2

Placements in clinical health settings continuing in person, delivery of lectures will remain online

No longer running in 2020, subject code changed to MEDS90034

PHYS90012 Health Promotion 2B

Placements in clinical health settings continuing in person

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine)

ORAL90002 Placements in clinical health settings continuing in person, delivery of lectures will remain online

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine)

DENT90117 Physiological Research Project Part 2

Research required to on campus laboratories, dependent on specific project requirements.

DENT90121 Applied Clinical Training

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Continuing with face to face practicals as currently scheduled

PHYS40006 Placements in clinical health settings continuing in person

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine)

DENT90118 Research Projects to maintain and continue medical and other research that requires on-site attendance

ORAL30001 Dental Practice 1

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Pharmacology Research Project Part 2

PHTY90090 Research Projects to maintain and continue medical and other research that requires on-site attendance

DENT90119 Primary Care Research Project Part 2

Only where on campus research in labs is required (students should speak to their supervisor to determine)

Research Projects to maintain and continue medical and other research that requires on-site attendance

ORAL40001 Principles of Clinical Practice 1

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Continuing with face to face practicals as currently scheduled

ORAL40002 Principles of Clinical Practice 2

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Continuing with face to face practicals as currently scheduled

ORAL40003 Principles of Clinical Practice 3

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Continuing with face to face practicals as currently scheduled

ORAL40004 Principles of Clinical Practice 4

Continuing on campus delivery (on campus defined as all clinical sites students are allocated to)

Continuing with face to face practicals as currently scheduled
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90020 Environmental Industry Research (50) In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90025 Environmental Industry Research (25) In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90035 Environmental Research Project - 25 Pt1 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90036 Environmental Research Project - 25 Pt2 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90037 Environmental Research Project - 50 Pt1 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90038 Environmental Research Project - 50 Pt2 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90040 Environmental Research Project - 25 Pt1 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science ENST90041 Environmental Research Project - 25 Pt2 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90036 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt1 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90038 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt1 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90039 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt2 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90040 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt2 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90041 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt3 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90042 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt3 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90043 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt4 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90044 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt4 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90045 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt5 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90046 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt5 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90047 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt6 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90048 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt6 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90049 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt7 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90050 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt7 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90051 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt8 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90052 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt8 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90053 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt9 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90054 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt9 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90055 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt10 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90056 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt10 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90057 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt11 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90058 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt11 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90059 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt12 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90060 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt12 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90061 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt13 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90062 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt13 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90063 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt14 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90064 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt14 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90065 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt15 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science EVSC90066 Industry Project in EnvironmentalSci Pt15 Cont. In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00010 Geography Honors Research Project Pt2 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00011 Geography Honors Research Project In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00012 Geography Honors Research Project In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00013 Geography Honors Research Project In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00014 Geography Honors Research Project In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00015 Geography Honors Research Project In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)

Science GDS00020 Geography Minor Research Project Part 1 In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus)
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

Clinical placements in veterinary hospital continuing in person - delivery dates may be reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

Vet Bioscience Research Project Part 1
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

Minor Research Project
Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

Infections and Immunity B
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

Production, Herd and Public Health B
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

Supervision & Research Project Part 2
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

Dates of delivery being reviewed based on government guidelines. Confirmed dates will be communicated via LMS when available.

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

Animal Systems
In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).

In person only where on campus research in labs is required and they are open (students should speak to their supervisor to determine and accordingly gain appropriate approval to travel to and from campus).